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Abstract: This article examines two arguments that a worship-worthy agent
cannot command worship. The ﬁrst argument is based on the idea that any agent
who commands worship is egotistical, and hence not worship-worthy. The second
argument is based on Campbell Brown and Yujin Nagasawa’s () idea that
people cannot comply with the command to worship because if people are oﬀering
genuine worship, they cannot be motivated by a command to do so. One might
then argue that a worship-worthy agent would have no reason to issue a command
to worship. I argue that both these arguments fail.

I cannot conceive otherwise than that He, the Inﬁnite Father, expects or requires no worship or
praise from us, but that He is even inﬁnitely above it.
Benjamin Franklin ()

Introduction

Suppose you meet Mother Teresa, who does many great moral acts and
seems to have a good moral character. You believe she is very praiseworthy.
Then you discover that she has been commanding people to praise her. This
seems to create some doubt about her praiseworthiness. Perhaps you were
wrong. An agent who commands others to praise them does not seem to be
truly praiseworthy. Intuitively, Mother Teresa is not what you originally thought.
Theists who belong to Abrahamic religions face a similar worry. Most theists
believe that God is a worship-worthy agent and also believe that God has commanded us to worship him. However, as in Mother Teresa’s case, one might
think that any agent who commands others to worship him cannot be truly
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worship-worthy. If this is right, then theists cannot believe that God is a worshipworthy agent and also believe that God has commanded us to worship him.
This article examines two arguments to think that a worship-worthy agent
cannot command worship. The ﬁrst argument is based on the idea that any
agent who commands worship is egotistical. This seems to explain why we think
Mother Teresa would not be truly praiseworthy if she went around commanding
others to praise her. Mother Teresa’s act of commanding praise reveals her egotistical nature. The second argument is more complicated and draws from a recent
article from Campbell Brown and Yujin Nagasawa (). Brown and Nagasawa
argue that it is impossible for people to comply with the command to worship
because if people are oﬀering genuine worship, they cannot be motivated by a
command to do so. One might then argue that if an agent commands worship,
it must be the case that either (a) the agent fails to recognize that people cannot
comply with such a command or (b) the agent recognizes people cannot
comply with such a command but commands worship anyway. If (a) is true, the
agent does not seem so wise, and hence seems unworthy of worship. If (b) is
true, the agent seems to issue commands without reason, and hence seems
unworthy of worship. My goal in this article is to argue that both of these arguments fail.
The concept of worship

Before moving further, we need to have a rough concept of worship.
Worshipping seems to consist of two components. The ﬁrst component is some
mental state towards the object of worship; and the second component is an
act, such as a ritual, that expresses that very mental state. For example, believers
often gather together to sing songs, prostrate and pray, and recite scriptures
together. Without the appropriate mental state, the acts and rituals do not count
as genuinely worshipping. Many thinkers have noted that the mental state
involved in worship is a complex one. Perhaps it is even sui generis and not reducible to any other mental state(s). Still, it seems that we can oﬀer some analysis of
this mental state.
First, worship seems to involve gratitude and praise. In worship, theists often
thank God for the goods he has given to them, and they praise God for his greatness. But worship involves more than this. I am not worshipping my parents when
I express gratitude to them for taking care of me. I am not worshipping a ﬁreman
when I praise him for being heroic. Another aspect of worship is being in awe.
Mark Wynn (, ), for example, says that worship is not primarily about
‘giving thanks to a benefactor, or praising the remarkable greatness of a particular
individual’. Instead, Wynn (ibid., –) takes worship to be primarily about
wonder and awe. Often, the phenomenon of worship does seem to involve
being in awe of the worshipped. Christians have worship songs such as ‘I Stand
in Awe’, ‘Amazing God’, and ‘God of Wonders’.
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Worship also seems to involve reverence (i.e. deep respect). As Richard
Swinburne (, –) notes, worship involves the greatest possible explicit
respect. In worship, theists take God as morally superior, much more powerful,
and vastly greater than oneself (Bayne & Nagasawa (), –). In fact,
many theists hold that a worship-worthy agent is not just vastly greater in comparison to its worshipper. A person might be a fool in general, but when compared to
Hitler, he is vastly morally better. Still, that person is not worthy of Hitler’s worship.
Similarly, an agent who is morally superior to me but is still not morally perfect
does not seem worthy of worship. For such reasons, theists often hold that an
agent who is worship-worthy must be maximally great, free from imperfections
(see for example Crowe (), ; Swinburne (), ; Murphy (),
–). Finally, worship seems to involve love. In worship, theists often sing
songs of love to God. To sum up our analysis, worship involves gratitude,
praise, being in awe, reverence, taking the worshipped as maximally great, and
love. All of these aspects of worship can be found in the analyses of many other
thinkers (see for example Smuts (), ; Bayne & Nagasawa (),
–; Swinburne (), –).
The Egotistical Objection

Now we can look at the ﬁrst argument that a worship-worthy agent cannot
command worship. The ﬁrst argument is based on the idea that seeking to be worshipped shows something morally deﬁcient in an agent (Aikin (), –;
Cahn (), , ). Most commonly, I hear complains about God being an
egomaniac or being prideful for commanding worship.
Call this following argument the Egotistical Objection:
.
.
.

If an agent commands worship, then that agent is egotistical.
If an agent is egotistical, then that agent cannot be worship-worthy.
Therefore, if an agent commands worship, then it cannot be worshipworthy.

Now, one might distinguish between the vices of being egotistical, vain, prideful,
narcissistic, attention-seeking, and excessively self-absorbed. The term ‘egotistical’
above is meant to be used broadly and capture all these vices. I’ll henceforth use
the term ‘egotistical’ or ‘prideful’ to represent this group of vices.
In support of (), recall the example of Mother Teresa commanding others to
praise her. It is intuitive to think that Mother Teresa is egotistical for commanding
praise. After all, we usually judge a person as egotistical if the person craves praise
and attention. Let’s move to (). We have said in the previous section that a
worship-worthy agent is maximally great. However, an egotistical agent is not
maximally great. Such an agent is not even morally superior to many people. An
egotistical agent does not even seem praiseworthy, let alone worship-worthy.
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The Piecemeal Reply

To reply to the Egotistical Objection, one might object to () by examining
what it means to be prideful and argue that an agent would not necessarily be
prideful for commanding worship. Paul Copan (, ), for example, takes
pride to be present when an agent ‘think[s] of himself more highly than he
ought to think’. This concept of pride may be supported by accounts of humility
that say that a person is humble as long as the person does not overestimate
himself (Ben-Ze’ev (), ; Flanagan (), ). A prideful person might
then be thought to be one who has an inﬂated view of himself. In addressing
the Egotistical Objection, Copan (, ) says: ‘God’s call for our worship is
not because he thinks more highly of himself than he ought or because he has
false beliefs about himself.’ We can reframe Copan’s idea like this: a worshipworthy agent can have an accurate view of itself, namely, believing that it is
worship-worthy; and command worship based on that true belief. So, in order
to command worship, a worship-worthy agent does not have to think that it is
greater than it actually is. In fact, if a worship-worthy agent is maximally great,
then it is unclear how it could even have an inﬂated view of itself since it
already is maximally great. Therefore, if an agent is worship-worthy, it can
command worship without an inﬂated view of itself. Hence, () is false. If a
being commands worship, that agent is not necessarily egotistical.
Now of course the reply above depends on a certain concept of pride. However,
there are competing accounts of pride, and as mentioned earlier, my usage of
‘pride’ is meant to refer to a group of vices such as being narcissistic and attention-seeking, and these vices may have diﬀerent concepts. To reply to the
Egotistical Objection, one might visit each account of pride (and the similar
vices) and then argue that an agent would not necessarily be prideful for commanding worship on that account.
Here are two quick examples. One account of humility comes from Nancy
Snow. Snow (, ) argues that:
To be humble is to recognize your limitations, to take them seriously, and thereby to foster a
realism in attitudes and behavior regarding self and others. Humility can be deﬁned as the
disposition to allow the awareness of and concern about your limitations to have realistic
inﬂuence on your attitudes and behaviour.

In turn, we may think pride is about not recognizing our limitations or taking our
limitations seriously. On this account, it is unclear how commanding worship
would be prideful, so long as the agent is worship-worthy. A worship-worthy
agent can command worship while acknowledging any limitations it has (if it
even has any). Another account of humility has to do with acknowledging ‘the
role that other people and favourable circumstances play’ (Nuyen (), ).
In turn, we may think pride is not acknowledging the role that other people and
circumstances had to play. Pride has to do with an agent taking all the credit
when the credit is not actually due to that agent alone. On this account, it is
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again unclear how commanding worship would be prideful so long as the agent is
worship-worthy. A worship-worthy agent has its status independent of other
people and circumstances. So, there is no need for acknowledgement of the role
that other people and circumstances have to play. Perhaps one might modify
this account to say that pride is not acknowledging the good qualities and achievements of others. Still, it is unclear how commanding worship entails that the agent
does not acknowledge the good qualities and achievements of others. A worshipworthy agent may command worship and also give credit whenever credit is due.
In fact, Copan (, , ) points out that the Christian God does not take
credit for the free choices which humans make and even praises humans in
many scenarios. Hence, on all these accounts, () is false. If a being commands
worship, that agent is not necessarily egotistical.
Call the above approach of looking into the diﬀerent concepts of pride and
arguing that () fails on each plausible concept of pride the Piecemeal Reply.
What about the intuition that someone who commands worship seems egotistical?
Proponents of the Piecemeal Reply can try to account for this intuition. When we
think of someone commanding worship, we often think of human persons commanding worship. These human persons are not worship-worthy in the ﬁrst
place. For such human persons to command worship, it must be the case that
they have an inﬂated view of themselves, they do not take their limitations seriously, and so forth. Hence, on many accounts of pride, they are indeed prideful.
We are right in judging them as egotistical for commanding worship. Our intuitions are really tracking whether the agent has an inﬂated view of itself, whether
the agent recognizes their limitations, and so forth. This intuition, however,
cannot be applied to a worship-worthy agent like God. When a worship-worthy
agent commands worship, it does not have an inﬂated view of itself, it does not
have limitations to recognize, and so forth. So the intuition in Mother Teresa’s
case cannot be applied to a worship-worthy agent.
Despite the merits of the Piecemeal Reply, it faces diﬃculties with several
accounts of pride. Here are just two examples. One account says that humility
has to do with being unconcerned about the social status others attribute to us
(Roberts & Wood (); Peterson () ), or de-emphasizing one’s good qualities in front of others (Ridge () ). In turn, pride would be an excessive
concern for positive social recognition or be about ﬂaunting one’s good qualities
to others. A second account of humility has to do with having motivated inattention to one’s own good qualities (Bommarito (); see Garcia () for a similar
account). Pride would be an excessive concern over one’s good qualities. On both
these accounts, any agent who commands worship might be thought of as prideful. If an agent commanded worship, it is plausible that the agent does so because
it is excessively concerned about getting social recognition. It is also highly plausible that an agent commands worship because it is excessively concerned about its
good qualities and wants to call attention to them. Also, such an agent is easily
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seen as someone who is excessively trying to ﬂaunt its good qualities to others.
Hence, on these plausible accounts of pride, () seems true.
The Non-Egotistical-Reasons reply

I want to suggest a better reply to the Egotistical Objection. What seems to
drive the intuition for () is that we think the reasons for commanding worship are
egotistical reasons. For example, we might think that when agents command
worship, they do so to gain social recognition, or because they are excessively concerned over their own good qualities. I want to suggest that there are some nonegotistical reasons for a worship-worthy agent like God to command worship.
The ﬁrst reason for commanding worship is that worship is good for the worshippers in terms of well-being and their moral characters. The second reason is that
worship allows worshippers to have a better relationship with the worship-worthy
agent. Commanding worship for both these reasons does not seem egotistical. If a
worship-worthy agent’s reasons to command worship are such non-egotistical
reasons, then it can command worship.
Worship is good for worshippers

Let us look into the ﬁrst reason I suggested, that worship is good for the
worshippers. In the earlier section, I noted that awe is a key aspect of worship.
Empirical studies show that the experience of awe has many positive eﬀects.
One positive eﬀect is that it promotes humility. In a recent series of studies,
Jennifer Stellar et al. (), show that experiences of awe result in a diminished
sense of self that promotes humility. Through the experience of awe, participants
held a more realistic view of themselves and presented a more balanced view of
their strengths and weaknesses to others. Awe not only aﬀected how the participants viewed and presented themselves, but it also aﬀected how they viewed
others. The study showed that participants were also more willing to acknowledge
the role of outside forces in their own personal accomplishments. Katie McShane
() reports other positive eﬀects of awe from various studies. Awe beneﬁts a
person by making the person happier and results in producing prosocial behaviour (McShane (), –). McShane (ibid., ) notes that some of these
eﬀects persist even after the experience of awe is over. So, experiencing awe is
good for the person who experiences awe in many diﬀerent ways. It gives them
positive emotions, keeps them humble, and helps them to become better a
moral agent by making them more inclined to prosocial behaviours. We can
note here that this is not only good for the person who experiences awe, but an
increase in prosocial behaviour will result in goods for those around the person
who experiences awe.
It is plausible that the same might be said about other aspects of worship as well.
Take, for example, gratitude. We can similarly say that being grateful and thankful
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keeps us happy and satisﬁed in life. Studies also show that being thankful increases
prosocial behaviour in a person, even towards strangers (see for example Bartlett &
DeSteno ()). So the aspect of thanksgiving in worship can be emotionally beneﬁcial for the worshipper and help the worshipper to be a better moral agent. Here,
I do not mean to suggest that all aspects of worship will have all these beneﬁts. For
example, when we look at respect as an aspect of worship, it is unclear how learning to respect a worship-worthy agent keeps the worshipper happy. It is also
unclear how that would improve the worshipper’s moral character (though
perhaps one might think that learning to respect a worship-worthy agent will
lead a worshipper to respect others as well). But even if some aspects of
worship have no positive eﬀect on the worshipper, all that is needed here is the
claim that worship as a whole has a positive eﬀect on the worshipper. Given the
diﬀerent aspects of worship, it is highly plausible that worship helps people to
experience positive emotions in their lives, such as amazement, thankfulness,
fulﬁlment, and happiness. Worship also plausibly helps people become morally
better agents by keeping them humble and increasing prosocial tendencies. One
might of course add more positive eﬀects to worship. Aaron Smuts (, ),
for example, suggests that the worshipper might be ‘less troubled by existential
concerns, and have a greater sense of purpose’. If worship beneﬁts worshippers
and makes them better moral agents, then a worship-worthy agent has good
non-egotistical reasons to command worship.
This point ﬁts nicely with how some theists read their scriptures. For example, a
Muslim might say that God cannot be harmed or beneﬁted. As God says in Sahih
Muslim a, ‘O My servants, you can neither do Me any harm nor can you do Me
any good.’ Since God cannot be harmed or beneﬁted by human persons, God
plausibly does not command worship for egotistical reasons. If worship is not
for God’s beneﬁt, it is highly plausible that worship is commanded for the good
of the worshippers instead. For example, Quran : seems to suggest that God
commands worship in order to help keep people humble. Similarly, Quran :
asks humans to worship God so that they may become righteous. Therefore,
God plausibly commands worship for the good of the worshippers.
Worship improves the worshipped–worshipper relationship

Let us turn to the second reason I suggested, that worship allows worshippers to have a better relationship with a worship-worthy agent. First, worship
improves the relationship by helping a person to focus on the worship-worthy
agent and its good qualities. In worship, the worshipper has to focus on the
great properties that the worship-worthy agent has, and the good things which
the agent has done for them. For example, in worship, theists often reﬂect upon
the good things that they believe God has done for them. This helps theists to
feel closer to God and thereby foster a better relationship with him. We see examples in real life as well. When we do not take time out to reﬂect upon the good
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qualities of our loved ones and the good things they have done for us, we often take
them for granted. By focusing on these goods, we better appreciate our loved ones,
feel closer to them, and thereby have a better relationship with them. For this
reason, many people set aside special times to appreciate others, such as birthdays, Mother’s Day, and so forth.
Second, worship plausibly helps a worshipper to know a worship-worthy agent
more. Joshua Cockayne and David Eﬁrd () argue that worshipping God helps
theists to experience and know God. Cockayne and Eﬁrd appeal to Eleonore
Stump’s example of personal knowledge via second-personal experience.
Suppose ‘Mary is brought up in a room in which she has access to only third-personal propositional information about the world. What would Mary learn, Stump
asks, when she encounters her mother for the ﬁrst time, for example?’ (Cockayne &
Eﬁrd (), ; see also Stump (), –). It seems that Mary would gain
some personal knowledge of her mother. For example, she will no longer just
have propositional knowledge that her mother loves her, but she will know what
it is like for her mother to love her. She gains personal knowledge through a
second-personal experience with her mother. This knowledge is simply not reducible to third-personal propositional information. Cockayne and Eﬁrd then argue
that diﬀerent rituals, such as worship, can provide second-personal experiences of
God. Therefore, worship would allow the believer to gain personal knowledge of
God (Cockayne & Eﬁrd (), –). Cockayne and Eﬁrd (ibid., –)
further argue that corporate worship (i.e. believers worshipping together) helps
a believer to know God even more than in individual worship. This is based on
the idea that when we meet a person with their other friends, we get to know
them better than if we just met them alone. When we meet a person with their
other friends, we often get to see diﬀerent sides of the person, and it also helps
to remove biases and impairments that alter our judgements and perception of
the person. Cockayne and Eﬁrd conclude that worship, both individual and corporate, provides personal knowledge of God. It is plausible then that worship
helps the worshipper to know a worship-worthy agent more.
Third, worship plausibly helps worshippers to enjoy a worship-worthy agent
and feel a greater connection to it. C. S. Lewis says:
I think we delight to praise what we enjoy because the praise not merely expresses but completes the enjoyment; it is its appointed consummation. It is not out of compliment that lovers
keep on telling one another how beautiful they are; the delight is incomplete till it is expressed.
It is frustrating to have discovered a new author and not to be able to tell anyone how good he
is; to come suddenly, at the turn of the road, upon some mountain valley of unexpected
grandeur and then to have to keep silent because the people with you care for it no more than
for a tin can in the ditch; to hear a good joke and ﬁnd no one to share it with (the perfect hearer
died a year ago). (Lewis (), )

For this reason, Lewis (ibid., ) says that when God commands us to worship him,
God is actually inviting us to enjoy him. Lewis here is not alone. I often hear theists
link worship to enjoyment of God. Andrew Loke, a Christian philosopher, once
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commented to me that worshipping God is like getting to express oneself when
watching a soccer match. Imagine you are watching your favourite team score
a goal, but you are forbidden from reacting in any way. While you are happy
that the goal is scored, something is missing. You only get to fully enjoy the
soccer team scoring when you get to express yourself, such as leaping from the
couch and shouting ‘Goal!’ By doing so, you also feel connected to the team.
Therefore, it is highly plausible that worship helps people to enjoy God. Indeed,
Bayne and Nagasawa (, ) note that ‘[a]ccording to most theists, we are
designed to worship God, and our true fulﬁllment and happiness is found only
in such an activity’. We can take the soccer analogy further. Many people feel
even more connected to the team and a greater sense of enjoyment when they
are cheering alongside a group of fans for the same football team. Similarly,
having religious believers gather together to worship God plausibly helps them
to feel even more connected to God and helps them to have a greater sense of
enjoyment. Just as we feel more connected to people when we enjoy them,
theists often report that enjoyment of God helps them feel a greater connection
to God. Hence, through enjoying worship, a worshipper can have a better relationship with a worship-worthy agent.
The above considerations suggest that there are plausible non-egotistical
reasons for a worship-worthy agent to command worship. Through worship, worshippers can lead happier lives, become better moral agents, and can have a better
relationship with a worship-worthy agent. If a worship-worthy agent’s reasons to
command worship are such non-egotistical reasons, then it can command
worship.
Objection: worship undermines autonomy

One might object that despite these goods, worship is bad for worshippers
because it undermines their moral autonomy. Indeed, James Rachels (,
–) and Scott Aikin () have both argued that worship would undermine
the worshipper’s moral autonomy because worship requires unconditional
obedience.
In reply, a worship-worthy agent could (and would) issue commands in a way
that avoids undermining our autonomy. C. Stephen Evans (, ) says that ‘if
God gave detailed instructions on a minute by minute basis for every detail of
their lives then . . . human persons would not need to use their rational faculties
or develop them in order to know how to live’. However, God can give general
and highly abstract commands which would require that ‘humans fully engage
their rational faculties to understand its implications and apply it’ (ibid., –).
We can divide Evans’ point into two parts. One issue is the frequency of the commands. If an agent issues commands to us too frequently, then there would be no
room for us to make decisions. If an agent always told us what to do in every moral
scenario, then it seems right that worship would undermine our moral autonomy.
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To avoid undermining our autonomy, a worship-worthy agent would not issue
commands too frequently, leaving us space to exercise our autonomy. The
second issue is the speciﬁcity of the commands. If an agent commands us to do
speciﬁc acts, then this might undermine our autonomy. For example, in a story
found in both the Quran and the Bible (Quran :; Genesis :–), God
forbids Adam and Eve to eat from one tree, but allows them to eat from any
other tree which they choose. If God had instead commanded them to eat from
a certain tree on one day, another tree on another day, and so forth, then this
might leave no room for decision-making. But a worship-worthy agent can issue
commands in ways which still leave suﬃcient room for human autonomy. For
example, if a worship-worthy agent commands us to help the poor in general,
we will have the space to decide when and how to fulﬁl such a command.
Therefore, a worship-worthy agent can leave room for people to exercise their
autonomy by ensuring that the commands are not too frequent and not too
speciﬁc. Hence, unconditional obedience to another agent does not undermine
a person’s autonomy, given that the obedience is directed to a worship-worthy
agent who would leave room for people to exercise their autonomy.
This reply might not satisfy Rachels and Aikin. Rachels (, –) takes
moral autonomy to be doing what one believes is right. Aikin (, ) similarly
says: ‘Rational moral agency simply means that you think things through, you do
what’s right by your best lights, and that your actions are ones that come from you
in the sense that you can be responsible for them.’ Both of them might object that
even if the commands are not too frequent and too speciﬁc, there might still be
cases where the command might clash with what one believes is right.
Unconditional obedience requires a person to act contrary to their moral belief
in such cases. This violates their moral autonomy. Hence, unconditional submission requires a person to give up her moral autonomy (Rachels (), ; Aikin
(), ).
In reply, religious believers often view God as a moral authority, in the sense that
God can create legitimate moral obligations for us. If the worshipper believes that a
worship-worthy agent can create legitimate moral obligations, then the worshipper would believe that he is morally required to do what the agent obligates
him to do. Therefore, there would be no clash between the worshipper’s moral
belief and the command. The worshipper would just revise his or her moral
beliefs upon hearing the command and act accordingly. Hence, their moral autonomy is not undermined.
Not everyone would take a worship-worthy agent as a moral authority. At
minimum, however, we should think that a worship-worthy agent is an epistemic
authority on moral matters, and would only issue commands in line with morality.
If worshippers believe a worship-worthy agent exists, then they would believe that
what the agent commands would be in line with morality. Therefore, there would
once again be no clash between one’s moral belief and the command. The
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worshipper would just revise his or her moral beliefs upon hearing the command
and act accordingly. Hence, their moral autonomy is not undermined.
Indeed, both Aikin (, ) and Rachels (, ) admit that there are
cases where we can defer to others or obey authorities. As Akin (, )
notes, we can defer to a person when we believe that the person is in a better epistemic position than us; and we obey authorities ‘on the basis of the legitimacy of
the institutions they represent’. However, Aikin (ibid., –) says that such deference is conditional (and I suspect Rachels (, ) would say something
similar). A person’s act of deference depends on the person believing that the
agent in question is really an epistemic authority (or a moral authority). But
certain commands may call this into doubt. Worship, however, seems to call for
unconditional obedience (Aikin (), –; Rachels (), ).
In reply, the talk about ‘conditional obedience’ and ‘unconditional obedience’
here seems to confuse matters. It may be true that the concept of worship requires
unconditional obedience. But whether a person chooses to worship is conditional:
it depends (at least in part) on whether the person believes that the agent in question is a worship-worthy agent. As long as the person believes that an agent is
worship-worthy, and hence is an epistemic authority (and perhaps even a moral
authority), then the agent has good reasons to obey that agent. In other words,
the unconditional obedience is directed towards an agent which a person
judges is worship-worthy. Saying that the concept of worship requires unconditional obedience does not mean that a person should obey an agent, even if the
person comes to believe that that agent is not worship-worthy. Hence, when an
agent issues a command to worship, people have to exercise their moral autonomy
to decide if that agent is worship-worthy. If they choose to worship (which requires
obeying the agent for as long as they believe that agent is worship-worthy), their
autonomy is not undermined since they recognize that agent as an epistemic
authority and would revise their moral beliefs accordingly.
The Impossible-to-Comply Objection

Now we can turn to the second argument that a worship-worthy agent
cannot command worship. Call this the Impossible-to-Comply Objection. This
objection draws from on Campbell Brown and Yujin Nagasawa’s () argument
that people cannot comply with a command to worship. Brown and Nagasawa
argue for the following principle.
Impossible-to-worship-by-complying: It is impossible for people to comply
with a command to worship.
In Brown and Nagasawa’s article, they argue that Divine Command Theory is
inconsistent with the view that we have an obligation to worship God. Brown
and Nagasawa (, ) take Divine Command Theory to include a compliance
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principle, which says that if God commands us to do an act, then we have a moral
obligation to comply with the command to do that act. What does it mean to
comply with a command? To comply with God’s command, a person has to act
according to God’s command, and their motivating reason for acting as such
has to be based on the command (Brown & Nagasawa (), ; see also
Goldschmidt (),  and Miller (), ). If a person is not motivated
because of the command, then they are not complying with God’s command.
For example, imagine my parents command me to wash the dishes, but I do not
care about what they want as I am angry with them. However, I still wash the
dishes because I cannot stand the uncleanliness of the kitchen. My motivation
for washing the dishes is solely due to my own desire to keep the place clean.
Here, I am not complying with their command since I am not washing the
dishes based on their command to do so.
Brown and Nagasawa (, –) then go on to argue that people cannot
genuinely worship God if their motivation to do so is based on God’s command to
worship (see also Bayne & Nagasawa (), ). This is because genuine
worship must be a response to God’s character or God’s acts, but it cannot be a
response to a command. The attitudes and emotions involved in worship entail
that a person’s motivation for worship cannot be based on a command. For
example, I cannot express genuine gratitude to a person solely because the person
commanded so. I can only express genuine gratitude to the person because the
person has done something nice for me. So, if a person performs acts of worship
and their motivating reason for doing so was due to God issuing the command,
then they are not genuinely worshipping. Therefore, Brown and Nagasawa conclude
that it is impossible for people to comply with a command to worship God.
Brown and Nagasawa (, ) then appeal to the widely accepted oughtimplies-can principle, to say that ‘God cannot issue any command with which it
would be impossible for us to comply’. Hence, ought-implies-can and
Impossible-to-worship-by-complying entail that God cannot command worship.
Since divine command theory holds that all moral obligations come from God’s
commands, and God cannot command worship, there would be no obligation
to obey God. Hence, divine command theory is at odds with there being an
obligation to worship God. For the purposes of this article, we can set aside the
concern with divine command theory. All that I am concerned with here is
with Impossible-to-worship-by-complying. Given Impossible-to-worship-bycomplying, we can form the following argument:
.

.

If an agent commands worship, then either (a) that agent fails to
know Impossible-to-worship-by-complying, or (b) that agent knows
Impossible-to-worship-by-complying but still commands worship
anyway.
If an agent fails to know Impossible-to-worship-by-complying, then
that agent cannot be worship-worthy.
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If an agent knows Impossible-to-worship-by-complying but still commands worship, then that agent cannot be worship-worthy.
Therefore, if an agent commands worship, then that agent cannot be
worship-worthy.

Let’s look at (). If Impossible-to-worship-by-complying is indeed true for the
reasons given above, and an agent cannot recognize it, then it seems that the
agent is not very wise or great. The agent would not be maximally great if it
cannot recognize Impossible to-worship-by-complying, and hence would not be
worthy of worship. Next, consider (). Tyron Goldschmidt (, ) has
argued that ‘we cannot comply with a command to believe in God. So a
command to believe in God serves no purpose . . . Put the points together – a
command to believe in God could serve no purpose, and God cannot issue commands with no purpose – to reach the conclusion that God cannot command us to
believe in God.’ Goldschmidt thinks that if we cannot comply with a command,
then the command would serve no purpose and there would be no reason to
issue it. This seems rather intuitive. After all, if an agent thinks it is impossible
for us to do an act and still asks us to do it, what possible reasons could the
agent have? Given that an agent who issues commands to others without reason
does not seem worship-worthy, we should accept ().
Commanding others to act for the right reasons

To reply to the Impossible-to-Comply Objection, one may argue that
Impossible-to-worship-by-complying is false. Martijn Blaauw, for example,
raises the following scenario:
John is a deeply religious man who prays regularly. He has never thought of worshiping God.
One day, he reads the Bible and discovers that one is obliged to worship God. He considers this
obligation for a few days, prays, and comes to the conclusion that God is indeed worthy of
being worshiped. Accordingly, John starts to worship God. (Blaauw (), )

It seems that John can choose to comply with the command and even do so
voluntarily. Therefore, Impossible-to-worship-by-complying is false in the ﬁrst
place.
I want to oﬀer, however, a diﬀerent reply from the Impossible-to-Comply
Objection by arguing that () is false. Recall that the support for () is based on
the idea that if people cannot comply with a command, then there is no reason
to issue such a command to them. This, however, assumes that the only reason
why an agent would issue commands is to get others to comply with the
command. However, we often issue commands without wanting others to
comply with them. Parents often issue commands to their young children such
as, ‘Be respectful!’, ‘Treat your siblings properly!’, and ‘Don’t lie!’ When parents
issue such commands, it is odd to think that the only reason why they issue
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such commands is to get their children to comply. Parents would not want their
children to treat their siblings properly solely because they commanded so.
Rather, they would want their children to treat their siblings properly through
being motivated by love for one another. So, by issuing such commands,
parents are often not trying to get children to comply with the command.
Instead, they command their children because they believe that doing so would
causally promote doing the commanded acts for the right reasons.
Similarly, if a worship-worthy agent commands worship, the agent may have
reasons other than getting people to comply with the command. A worshipworthy agent can command worship in order to causally promote performing
acts of worship for the right reasons (such as being motivated by recognition of
the agent’s worship-worthiness). So, even though a worship-worthy agent knows
Impossible-to-worship-by-complying, the agent can still have good reasons to
command worship. Therefore, () is false.
Theists should gladly accept this. They often think that God commands us to
love one another, or to do good to one another. It seems that theists do not
think that God wants us to perform acts of love with the sole motivating reason
being because God said so. Rather, many theists I come across take it that God
wants us to perform acts of love with our motivation being genuine care and
love for one another (see for example Miller () ). So theists should hold that
God’s reasons for issuing certain commands is not to get people to comply, but
is to causally promote performing certain acts accompanied with the right motivating reasons.
One worry comes from Bayne and Nagasawa (, ), who point out that the
attitudes and emotions involved in worship do not seem to be under people’s
direct volitional control. Therefore, it seems that people cannot just voluntarily
choose to comply with the command at will. After the command to worship is
issued, people cannot just start performing acts of worship for the right reasons.
So, one might wonder how commanding worship could causally promote acts
of worship for the right reasons.
Two things can be said to address this. First, the command to worship plausibly
does not extend to everyone. Instead, the command only extends to those who can
already be motivated by the right reasons. For example, it would make no sense for
any agent to demand gratitude from a person if that person does not believe that
he or she has beneﬁted from the agent. Similarly, in the case of God, one might
think that atheists cannot be commanded by God, since they do not even
believe in God in the ﬁrst place (see Morriston (); Wielenberg (),
–; Danaher () ). If a worship-worthy agent only commands a selected
group of people to worship, then that particular group might very well be able
to worship voluntarily. Suppose the selected group of people have received
many goods from this agent, they owe their existence to this agent, they stand
in a personal loving relationship to the agent, and they recognize the worshipworthy agent to be maximally great. It seems that the selected group can choose
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to perform acts of worship while being motivated by the right reasons. They can
recall the goods that they receive from the worship-worthy agent and be thankful,
they can reﬂect upon the greatness of the worship-worthy agent and be in awe, and
so forth. So as long as a worship-worthy agent commands a selected group of
people, it is possible that by commanding them, this group can voluntarily
choose to genuinely worship for the right reasons.
Second, while people might not have direct control over the attitudes and emotions involved in worship, they might have some indirect control. Swinburne
(, ), for example, says that the feelings of awe and respect involved in
worship can be cultivated to some extent, just like other feelings. Blaauw makes
a similar point. Blaauw (, ) raises a case where ‘ “Going through the
motions” of worshiping God actually resulted in [a person’s] genuinely worshiping
God. What this example shows is that worship can grow.’ His point here is that performing acts of worship can result in genuine acts of worship over time. While it
seems right that performing acts of worship can result in genuine acts of
worship over time, one might ﬁnd it objectionable for people to go through the
motions of worshipping God without it being genuine. In reply, ﬁrst, it does
not seem to me that it is objectionable for a person to go through the motions
of worship if that person is trying to do so in order to end up in genuine
worship. Second, there are other ways of indirectly controlling one’s attitudes
and emotions that do not involve going through the motions of worship.
Suppose someone commands you to trip accidentally. Obviously, you cannot voluntarily choose to trip accidentally, since if you choose to trip, it would not be an
accident. You can, however, try to trip accidentally by putting yourself in situations
in which you would trip accidentally. For example, you could ask your friend to lay
a lot of obstacles on the ground for you to try to cross without tripping. Notice here
that one does not go through the motions of tripping in the hope of tripping accidentally. Similarly, in the case of worship, people might perform diﬀerent acts
(which do not involve going through the motions of worship) in order to genuinely
worship. People can learn more about how great the worship-worthy agent is, they
can develop a loving relationship with the worship-worthy agent, they can record
the goods that they have received from the worship-worthy agent and spend time
reﬂecting on them, and so forth. All of these acts can help a person have the attitudes and emotions needed to worship. In doing so, one is following the command
to worship for the right reasons.
Conclusion

In summary, I have argued that the two arguments for thinking that a
worship-worthy agent cannot command worship fail. The Egotistical Objection
fails because a worship-worthy agent can have non-egotistical reasons for commanding worship. The two plausible reasons are: worship is good for the worshippers, and that worship improves the relationship between the worshipper and the
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worship-worthy agent. The Impossible-to-Comply Objection fails because a
worship-worthy agent can command worship without the aim of having people
comply with the command. Instead, I argued that a worship-worthy agent could
command worship because it wants to get people to perform acts of worship for
the right reasons. Therefore, these two arguments fail to show that theists
cannot consistently believe that God is worship-worthy and that God has commanded worship.
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Notes
. Some theists may believe that God has not commanded worship. For example, Copan (, ) holds
that the Bible does not teach that the call to praise comes from God. Instead, the call to praise comes from
other humans.
. Aikin (, –) identiﬁes a diﬀerent vice. He says that an agent who commands worship is petulant.
However, it is unclear to me how commanding worship entails that the agent is unreasonably annoyed or
impatient in a childish way.
. See also Whitcomb et al. ().
. Andrew Loke, personal communication, .
. One might worry that moral deference undermines moral autonomy. Owing to space constraints, I can only
direct the reader to see Hallvard Lillehammer () and Robert J. Howell (), who reply to such
worries.
. For a response to Brown and Nagasawa, see Christian Miller (), who argues that Divine Command
Theory does not need to include the compliance principle. Instead a Divine Command Theorist may hold
that the motivating reason has to be ‘‘for the reasons for which the command was made’’ (ibid., ).
. I thank a reviewer for this point.
. I like to thank Preston Greene, Esther Goh, and the reviewers at Religious Studies for helpful comments on
this article.
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